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All American

All Star

Barrier Breaker

Baseball

Brooklyn

Broadcaster

Cairo

Civil Rights

Columnist

Courage

Court Martial

Dodgers

Entrepreneur

Father

Freedom National

Hall of Fame

Harlem

John A Muir

Leader

Monarchs

Officer

Olympics

Pasadena

Philanthropist

Royals

Sharecropper

Stamford

Teammate 

Trailblazer

UCLA

Word Search



MATETMEA

SAICTVIT

REDLAE

RALTABLEZRI

OPPHTHIRTLISNA

LEISDRO

RUERETENNERP

VUITEEXEC

LAIMYF ANM

Double Puzzle

Unscramble each of the nine clue words and then copy the letters in the numbered 
cells to other cells with the same number.
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CLUES:

Across
2. Reporters gave this name to Jackie when they 
saw him on the field. The importance doesn’t stop 
there; Chadwick traded his Dodgers uniform for this 
mask. [two words]

6. Brooklynites’ skills at avoiding the city’s trolleys 
inspired this team name.

7. The arm of a tree, the president of the Dodgers

10. Jackie played semi-professional football for this 
team in 1941. [two words]

11. After acceptance into Officer Candidacy School, 
Jackie reached this military ranking.

Down
1. Home of three Jackie post-baseball passions: 
Freedom National Bank, The Amsterdam News, 
and Chock Full o’ Nuts

3. Alongside Wendell Smith, this man petitioned 
for baseball integration in 1939. Ten years later, it 
was requested that Jackie appear at the House of 
Un-American Activities Committee about him.

4. Where Jackie was a Royal

5. Rachel Robinson’s maiden name

8. Each year, the best of these receives an award in 
Jackie Robinson’s name. Jackie won the inaugural 
award himself!

9. Where Jackie’s story begins

Crossword Puzzle
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Vocabulary Match Game

Connect a line from the word to its definition.

Box score

Civil Rights Movement

Court martial

Destiny 

Draft

Farm team

Hero

Insubordination

Integration

Jim Crow laws

Legacy

Lettering

Liberal

Racist 

Segregation

Sharecroppers

Taunted

the act or process of keeping people or groups apart

laws enforced between 1874–1975 to separate the white and black races in the American South

in favor of political change and reform

to make someone join the military

winning an award for outstanding athletic achievement while attending school

movement in the United States fought for the equal rights of all people regardless of their race, 

gender, or religion

a farmer who works on the land for the owner in return for a share of the value of the crop

the statistics for a baseball game

a trial for members of the military made up by a court of officers

a sports team in a lower or minor league affiliated with one in a higher league

an act of disobedience to authority

something that must happen to someone because of fate or luck

a person who is brave, good, and often looked up to by others

the end of the separation of races

anything that is passed down from someone who came before

to make fun of, tease, or challenge using mean language

unfair treatment of people based on the opinion that one race is better than another race
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